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2.0 INTRODUCTION 

Thi.s me;:10 is an intermediate report of a study of algebJ:aic equation 
solving, and is intended as a vehicle for discussion. The study began with an 
analysis of human mathematical behaviour in this problem domain, using 
introspection and both written and verbal protocols. It continued with the 
design of normative models of this behaviou"!:' using the techniques of 
mathematical logic and computer programming. Our eventual aim is to 
incorporate these models in a computer program which can solve equations with 
the abilities of an expert. The equations whose solutions we are going to 
study are constructed from real numbers, arbitrary constants, variables and all 
the normal functions of school algebra i.e. Including trigonometric, 
exponential, logarithmic and inverse trigonometric functions. We call these 
the R Elementary Functions (see appendix A for a formal definition). The 
equations may be solved under certain assumptions (or preconditions) about the 
arbitrary constants. Only real number solutions to these equations are sought. 
In the first instence we con.fine our attention to equations in one variable. 
We later extend this to syste1ris of simultaneous equations in several variables, 
and to equations construe ted from a wider range of functions. Append ix C 
contains a proof that the problem of solving a single R elementary equation in 
one unknown is undecidable. 

The normal, normative, computational model of this task would be of the 
derivation of an appropriate theorem in some real number, axiom system. 
However, a typical search space for the solution of even a simple equation 
would be explosively large. In fact the task is clearly beyond the abilities 
o:f a conventional, unguided, automatic th~orem prover. In contrast an 
experienced mathematician can move almost directly to a solution of even a 
moderately difficult equation. The motivation of this work is to understand 
how he does this, and to try to draw conclusions about the general problem of 
searching a large search space. 

in his written and verbal protocols, the experienced mathemat:lcian uses 
various high-level descriptions of th.e equations he is solving, and various 
high-level strategies to desc.ribe his progress. For instance: 

"I have two equations in two unknowns." 
"there are two occurences of x." 
"I wl..ll eliminate x between equations 1 and 2" 
"I will collect coeffice.nts of x, factorize the polynomial and split 
into factors" 

Clearly these descriptions and strategies are important clues ns to how the 
search for a solution is being guided. 

In this memo we begin to show how to build a normative model of the 
experienced mathematician's equation solving abilities in which a system of 
high-level strategies is used to guide the search for a solution. Each 
strategy will be a program which c.an make moves in some proof checking system 
or direct some other strategy to do so. It will decide which move or strat~gy 

to cal1, and whether these calls have achieved its objective, by calling for 
high-level descriptions of the equations in question. The proof checker will 
be a conventional, theorem-proving program, which will contain the axioms of 
real number theory (al though most of these axioms will be what are normally 
thought of as theorems) and will be responsible for keeping records and making 

I 
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sure that all movcG are legal etc. 

1974) 
This 
has 

1. 

sepcration of inference sysLelJl and search strategy (see Kowalski. 
a nu.11ber of advar.tages (see Hayes 1974). For instance: 

Provided the proof checker is sound, the correctness of any solution 
is guaranteed. This is sometimes in doubt in an ad-hoc heuristic 
program. 

2. TI1e bour-glass effect between strategies is avoided. i.e. a] 1 tile 
facts can be accessible to all the strategies, so a new fact need only 
be learnt once. 

3. The learn.i.ng of both new facts and new strategies is made easie-c. 

3. 0 LEGAL MOVES 

In this section we discuss the formalism we will need to represent tht? 
equation solving process in a computer program. We start by considering ~n 
example and then use this as a vehicle to discuss the problerns which arise.. 

3. 1 Example 

1. Solve sqr t(5x-25)-sqrt(x-1) 2 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

sqrt(Sx-25) = 2+sqrt(x-1) 

5x-25 = 4+4.sqrt(x-l)+x-1 

4.sqrt(x-1) = 4x-28 

sqrt(x-1) = x-7 

x~2-J5x+50 = 0 

(x-5) (x-10) = 0 

x=5 or x=-10 

Checking 
If x=5 then lhs = sqrt(25-25)-sqrt(5-l) 

= 0-2 =/= rhs 
(assuming sqrt(x) means the positive square root of x) 
If x=lO then lhs = sqrt(50-25)-sqrt(i0-l) 

= 5-·3 = rhs 
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11. The general solution is x=lO. 

3.2 First Formalism 

Consider the above example (taken from Tranter 1972) of an equation being 
solved. On first sight the original proLlem appears to be, to find real 
numbers as values for x such that sgrt(Sx-25)-sqrt(x-l) = 2. We might represent 
this problem to a traditional theorem prover, as the problem of deciding 
whether the formula 

some x [ sqrt(Sx-25)-sqrt(x-l) = 2 ] 
is a theorem of the 1st order theory of real numbers. We would, of course, be 
interested in more than just: a proof of this formula, we would also want to 
know what: substitutions were applied to x during the course of the proof. 

In general we might represent the problem of solving the equation e(x, a) 
for x, where a is a vector of arbitrnry constants obeying the precondition p(x, 
a), as the. problem of deciding whether the formula 

all A. some x [p(x, a) -> e(x, a)] is a theorem of the first order theory 
of real numbers. 

3.3 General Solutions 

However this [irst sight is rnisl~ading. Ue want not just a solution lo 
tlw equation, hut the most general. solution. To discover what fon11 th2 raost 
gcneraJ. so] ut; on of an r~qua ti.on tnke::; let us look at some e.xamples. 

1. the most general solution of 
20x~2+13x-21 = 0 

is x=3/4 v x=-7/5 
So we may be able to find several real numbers which are solutior.s of 
an equa tion . 

2. the most general solution of 
a=/=O & ax~2+bx+c = 0 

is x = -b+sqrt(b~2-4ac))/2a v x = (-b-sqrt(b~2-4ac))/2a 
So each solution may be given not as a particular real number, but as 
a symbolic expression, which evaluates to a rea] number if values are 
given for its arhitrary constants. 

3. the most general solution of 
sin(x)=O 

is x=n.pi where n is an integl~r, or more formally 
some n [in(n,intcgers) & x=n.pi] 

So there may be a countably infinite number of solutions. 
Alternatively, we may think Qf the solution as containing a typed 
parameter, n. 

4. there are no solutions of 
x+J. = x 

We will denote its general solution by the empty disjunction sign (or 
contradiction sign), false. 

.. 
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3.4 Second Formalism 

Let us adopt the notation 
some n, s, f (in(n,s) & x=f(n,~)) 

for the general solution of an equation e(x,~) for x, under preconclitiotl p(a). 
This notation can be thought of as representing a disjunction of equations-of 
the form, x:.:f(n,E), where n varies over the sets, and f(n,~) is a term whic::h 
does not contain x. So the problem of solving the equation e(x,_'.!_) for x can be 
represented as the problem of finding the f(n,~) such that 

(1) all a, x [p(a) ->some n, s, f {in(n,s) & (x=f(n,a) <-> e(x,a))}] 
is a theorem o.f real ;umber theory, where p(~) is a precondition, sj~milar to 
that in example 2. 

( 1) can be expressed as a conjunction of two formulae 
(l.!) all a, x [{p(~) & e(x,~)} ·->some n, s, f {in(n,s) & x=f(n,~)}] 

and 
(1.2) all~· x some n, s, f [{p(~) x=f(n,~)} -> {in(n,s) & e(x,.£l_)}] 

Note that formuJ.a ( 1. 2) is closely rel::i.ted (see append ix B) to the formula 
all a some x [ p(a)->e(x,a) j which was our first attempt at represe::nting 

the problem of solving-e(x,a) for x. 

3.5 The Solution 

By considering protocols of human probl<"!m solv i.nr,, like th•'" e.xai:tp] e .:it th0 
beginning of this section it is possible to see that humans actually try to 
prove the formula ( 1. 1) first. they do this by assuming 

p(_~) and e(x,~) 
where x and the a are arbitrary constants, and deducing conSf!qucnces c,f t:he 
form 

in(N,S) & x=F(N,~) 
where N, S and F are free variables. (This corre::sponds to using tbe dual 
skolemization of (1.1) as a goal (see appendix B).) The con,:;equeuces usuHlJy 
t.:ike the form of a sequence of equations (or disjunction of equations) which 
starls with e(x,~) and ends with N, S and F being instantia::ed to p;irtic1tl 2r 
values, e.g. S to the integers, F to some arctrig formula etc. 

Note that after skolernization neither the hypothesis nor tr1e con:::lusior, of 
this sequence contain vC1riables. This is because universally quantified 
variables in tbe formula we are trying to prove, skolemize into skoler1 
functions (see Bledsoe 1972). These skolem functions e.re all constants because 
there are no variables for them to have as arguments. In fact no formulae in 
the sequence will contain variables because new variables are never in traduced. 
This is extrem.~ly convenient when it comes to designing a patten~ motchi11g 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
(1) Gauss (1966) (talking about congruences) expressed this point in the 
folir_1wlng way. 

"This cone] usion needs demonstration but we have suppressPd it here. 
Nothing more follows from our analysis than that :he proposed 
congruencPs cannot be solved by other values of the un?cno\-m x, y etc. 
We have not shown that these values do satisfy them. It is even 
possible that there is no soJuUon at all. A similar IJaralogisrn 
ocr.ui-s in treating :Linear equations." 
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routine (see Plotkin 1972), an<l for solving the equality problem (see Bundy 
1973 pl31). To distinguish x from the other constants, ~' we will call it the 
unknown. 

Most of the steps in the sequence tend to be reversible. When they are 
all reversible we have proved the theorem 

(1) alla, x [p(a) ->some n, s, f {in(n,s) & (x=f(n,a) <-> e(x,a))}] 
however when-some steps are not, for instance the steps from 2 to 3 and from 5 
to 6 in our example above (section 3.1), then some of the f(n,~) may not be 
solutions. So for each n we must check to see if 

all~ [ p(_§!.) -> e(f(n,~), ~)] 
is a theorem. This checking is necessary in our example, and takes place> in 
step 10. 

For each n for which this check fails we have shown that 
all ~, x [ e(x,a) & x=f(n,a) -> false ] 

so that if t is the ~et of n's for which the check succeeds then 
(l") all~· x [{p(~) ->some n, s, f {in(n,s) & (x=f(n,a) <··> e(x,~))}] 

3.6 A Deductive System 

We now turn to the problem of designing an algebraic manipulation system 
within which this sequence of steps can be generated. This system will be 
called the legal move maker. It will be responsible for ensuring the 
correctness of each step. But not for deciding ~1ich steps to make.this 
problem wi) 1 he dealt wi.th in succeeding sections. Each of the steps of Lhe 
SQquence wiU be justified by an axiom (or theorem) :::.nd a rule of real number 
theory. We will divide these axioms into 2 cJasses 

1. idcntj ties i.e. Universally qunntified equations (but we will usually 
omit thr~ quantifiers), sometimes preceded by a precondition, e.g. 

sin(x) - sin(y) = 2.cos((x+y)/2).sin((x-y)/2) 
logx(y.z) = logx(y)+logx(z) 

2. implications between an equation and a disjunction of equations. 
SometL~es preceded by a precondition, e.g. 

a=/=O -> [ax~2+bx+c=O -> (x=(-b+sqrt(b~2-4ac))/2a or 
x=(-b+sqrt(b~2-4ac))/2a)] 

sln(x)=y -> some n (in(n,integers) & x=n.pi+(-l)~n*arcsin(y)) 

If the reverse implication (between the disjunction and the equation) is 
also a theorem then we will call the implication "reversible", 

e.g. x=y -> x~2.=y~2 
is not reversible since x~2=y~2 -> x=y is not a theorem, 

but x.y=O ->(x=O v y=O) 
is, since (x=O v y=O) -> x.y=O is a theorem. 

Corresponding to each class of axioms we will have a rule of inference to 
show how axioms from this class are to be used .tlw rule for using identities is 
called paramodulation and the rule for using implications is called modus 
ponens. Their definitions follow. 

.• 
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l. paramodulation: let the current disjunction of equations be 
some n in(n,s) & b(n) 

where each b(n) is an equation. Let c be a subterm of b(m), say. Let 
c'=d' (or d'=c') be some ide~tity. If sigma is some substitution 
which matches c' to c, i.e. c' sigma = c '· then we may replace c by 
J'sigma in h(m) to make b' (m), provided d'sjgma is vari.?.ble free. Let 
b'(n) = b(n) for all n=/=m, then 

some n in(n,s) & b'(n) 
is the next disjunction in the sequence. Note that the 

substitution sigma need only be applied to the identity, since the 
current disjunction of equations contains no variables. We defer 
discussion of the pattern matcher until later. Note that 
paramodulation steps are always reversible. 

2. modus ponens: let b(m) be some equation in the current disjunclion 
Let p -> (e -> d) be an implication where p is the precondition, e is 
an equation and d is a disjunction of equations. We are going to try 
to match e to b(m) with a substitution sigma (i.e. So that e.si.gma = 
b(m) ) , and replace b(m) with d .sigma to form th2 next sequence. We 
will assume that we know, in advance, which variables in the eq_mit"icn, 
namely the vector of variables y, we are going to match to subtenns 
containing the unknowns in b(m), namely the vector of constants x. For 
Lhe application to succeed we are gojng to insi.st that p .sigm~t an<l 
d.sigmu are variable free, and that p.sigma is provable. \-ie defrr 
discussion of how p.sigmo is to be proved. 

'The equations d.sig1M are said to be i1nmediate riescendants oi: 
b(m). An immediate descendant is a descendant and so is 2n immedi~tF 

descendant of a descendant. If p -> (d-> e) then the c:.pp.lic2tinn of 
the 2.Xiom will be called a reversj_ble st<:.p, o thenri.se the equ2 U.011s in 
d.sigma and all their descendants are marked 11 suspect11

• A serjes 0f 
reversible steps will be called a reversible branch. f 1) 

The only part of the equiltion solving procedure which is not withi:i the 
main sequence is the final checking of all solutions. i.e. 1l1ose descended 
fron• a non-reversible step. This involves substituting suspect sciut:i.ons jnto 

the original equation:3 and checking that the resulting id en ti. ties are theorems. 
Thin checking could be done within a system similar to the one just described. 
This system will also be used for precondition testing and for the dynamic 
product:i_on of new identity axioms which is needed in the fa.::tor:ization 
str':ltegy. 

--------- --------------------·------------~--.. -··- -----· ---- ..... ·-----·· ----- ---------··---·-
[l] Ti1ese defi.ntions essentially describe a 'rewrite rule' system for :... and ·->,. 
with the c:iddit:i.011al complication that some of thr -> steps are rwt :;:-eversilJJ,., 
i.e. <->does not hol<l. 
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3. 7 Change Of Unknown 

The deductive system outlined here is extremely limited and will almost 
certainly have to be extended in the light of new types or uses of axioms as 
these are discovered. Meanwhile we have deliberately limited the system in the 
hope of attracting constructive criticism. 

One possible extension, for instance, would be to allow an explicit 
"change of unknown", e.g. 

3(cos(x))-2 + sin(x) .cos(x) - 4(sin(x))-2 = O 
becomes 

3.c-2 + s.c -4.s-2 = O where c=cos(x) and s=sin(x). 
c and s become the new unknowns and (temporarily) replace x. This ability would 
be used by the change of unknown strategy to simplify the existing equation (in 
this case to a polynomial). I~ is justified by the 2nd order axiom: 

all f, pall x [ p(x, f(x)) <->some y (y=f(x) & p(x, y)) ) p(x, f(x)) 
will be called the "old equation" and x the "old unknown" . p(x, y) will be 
called the "new equation" and y the "new unknown". f(x) will be called the 
"replaced tenn". 

Note that this ability admits the possibility of introducing several 
unknowns into the equation and we have had to allow for this in our definition 
of modus ponens. We will also have to extend our main sequence from being a 
simple disjunction of equations to a disjunction of conjunctions cf equations, 
where each conj unction is a :na.in cquat.i.on follm:ed by the definition cf new 
unknowns in terms o.f olci ucknow:1s. 

Some sul.Jj ects would rega!·d the equation: 
3.(cos x)-2 +sin x.cos x - 4.(sin x)-2 = 0 

simply as a polyncmial in cos x a'1.d sin x, and would not jntroduce new 
unknowns. We will call this an "i.mplic it" change of unknown". It could be 
reali:~ecl by making an explicit change of .. unknown but using. the strings "cos x'' 
and "sin x 11 for all output purposes. 

Without some mechanism like explicit change of unknown it is difficult to 
understand the preparatory steps which subjects make to express terms 
containing x in terms of the prospective replaced term, f(x). For instance, 
consider the following example from Briggs and Bryan 1962 p 103: 

1. 6x-1~ + 35x-3 + 62x-2 -!- 35x + 6 = 0 

2. 6(x-2 + l/x-2) + 35(x + 1 />:) + 62 0 

3. 6(x + l/x)-2 - 12 + 35(x + 1 /x) + 62 = 0 

4. 6 -,., y ~ + 35y + so 0 where y = x + l /x 

.. 
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3. 8 Furtlier Extensions 

Further extensions of onr system mjg,ht include anci-equations and 
evaluatjon. An anli-equati_on a=/==b, where a and b are tenns, behaves in the 
same way as the i.mplicaLion a=b -> false, where fals2 is the empty disjunction. 
examples are: 

x~2=· /=y~2 and 1 =/=O 

The effect of a successful application of one of these to an equation in 
the current disjunction is to delete it from the disjunction. 

There are an infinite. number of anti.-(~quations of the form i=/=j, wher.e i 
and j are different numbers, so thnt these and similar axioms might best be 
handled by ~n evaluation mechanism. 

3.9 Side Calculations 

\~ will frequently need to carry out several deductions at the same time. 
I:'or instance, whil.:~ factorizing a polynomiaJ we ll!ay leave deduc tj on oi' the main 
sequence, temporarily, in order to calculate sujtable factor~ (see polynomial 
equations section). Again in the chLrnge of unknowns strategy we may leave the 
main deduction ir.. order to try to express some tei:m contnin:f.ng x in terms of 
the prospt:!ctive r0duc.ed term. These minor dc:dnctions will be caller.1 11 sidP 
calcuL.L:i.011s'!. They will probahly he handled ty a theorem ;n:oving system 
sirii:iLrr to the or,•.'! already outlined, but deductions made under cli.ffer1•nt 
hypoi:h~ses '-''Ottlc1 be:~ :::2aled off from one another by something like Conniver 
cont<'xts (sc·e ~:~Dermott and Sussman 1972). 

3.JO Tricky Legaliti.es 

There are some tricky problems about just what is, and what is not, an 
nxinm of real numLer theory, e.s. 

O=<y & [2=y -> (x=sqrt(y) v x=-sqrt(y)) 
but 

x-3=y -> x~root(3, y) (note that x is real) 

Whnt ls the correct generalization of thP ahove formulae for the equati..on 
x-z,..,y. 

My conj ec t in-c:- ~.s: 

O=<y & rationAl(z) & t:ven(z) & x-z=y ] -> [x=rnot(z, y) v x=-root(z, y)] 

O>y & rational ( z) & even ( z) & x-z=y ] ·-> falsP 

rational(z~ & odd(z) & x-z=y ] -> x=root(z, y) 

irrationa1(z) & x'·z=y] -> x=root(~, y) 

where cven(z) iff 11ot odd(z) iff pis ev£n, wher.e piq is the fraction in lowest 
terms equal to z. 
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Another problem is that it is not always clear whqt· the dcfin"i.t:ion of SOiiif· 

of the funcliOf'S should be. For instance, some functi.ons e.g. sqrt a nd a. resin, 
are not naturally single valued. However, we can easily make a multi-valued 
function, single valued by distinguishing one of its values. For instance, the 
one which lies in a certain range, e.g. by distinguishing the positive square 
root and the value of arcsin which lies in the range -pi/2 to pi/2. 

Again, some functions are not naturally defined everywhere, E.g. Division 
and the inverse trig functions. (consider 2/0 and arccos(2) ) .we may overcome 
this problem in at least two ways. We could assign all .undefined terms some 
arbitrary value, say O, or we could say that undefined terms are not well 
formed formula . The former solution does not seem very natural and could lead 
to unpredictable and unpleasant changes to the axioms, e.g. arcsin(x)=O -> x=O 

Hight become 
arcsjn(x)cQ -> (x=O ~ x>J v x<-1) 

The latter solution seems more natural, but means that the question of wh~ther 

a formula is well-formed becomes recursively unsolvable. 

3.11 Strategies 

We now turn to the problem of running the legal move maker in order to 
find the most general aolution to an equation. My contention is that human 
mathematicians use a hicrachy of strategies to guide their search ior a 
solution, Rnd that evidence for this can he f0und in the laaguRge they use, in 
both verbal and wd tLer. protocols, tn desc ribe this proc:::oss. These si.:r&tegies 
can be thought of as macro-moves or as programs which can cCJll "lower J.ev~l 

strategies and legal moves hut which can contain loops anr1 
conditionals.typirally these conditionals use a high level description of the 
current equation, as a tesL, to decide ~1lch branch they should teke. 

In succeeding secUons we will investigate some of these strategj_es The 
plan of the sections will be the same as the preceeding one.· F:i.rst we will 
J ook at so1il.e examples of the strategy and analyse them. Then we will explore 
mechanisms for explaining them with an eye on our goal of implementing these 
mechanisms on a computer. 

lf, 0 ISOLATION 

If an equation contains only one occurence of the unknown there is a 
strategy which always succeeds for the class of functions \;1e are considering. 
It consists of stripping away the functions which surround the single 
occurence, and jeaving it isolated on one side of the equation (hence the name 
of the strategy : i.solation), e.g. 

1. Solve log(e, 3x~2+2) + pi e for x 

2. log(e, 3~x2+2) = e-pi 

.. 



.. 

• 
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3. 3x~2+2 = e~ ( e-pi) 

5. x~2 = (e~(e-pi)) - 2)/3 

6. x = sqrt((e~(e-pi) - 2)/3) or x = -sqrt((e~(e·-pi) ·- 2)/3) 

Clearly what is happening is an application of the following procedure: 

1. Let f(al, •••.• , an) = b be the current equation, where ): is contained 
in ai, but not in aj for i=/=j, o.c in b. 

2. Look for an implication axiom of the form: 
f(xl, ••.•. , xn) = y ->some m some s [in(m,s) & xi 

•• , xi-1, xi+l, •• , xn, y) ] 
g(m, xl, 

3. If there i& no such axiom then fail, but if there is, apply it to get: 
some m some s [in(m,s) & ai = g(m, al, .. , ai-1, ai+l, •• , an, 

b)] 

4. Then apply the procedure to each of the equations 
ai = g(m, al, •• ai-1, ai+l, •• , an, b) 

until ai is the single oc.curence of x and succeed. 
(later we will consider other stopping conditions) . 

This strategy will always succeed for us because there is an axiom of th•; 
required form corresponding to each argument place of each function in the 
class of elementary functions. In fact we may suspect that the, o therw5 se 
rather unpleasant fu:lctions, arcsin, sqrt etc were in.traduced into algebr.1, by 
mathematicians, just to make this true. 

Note that this procedure uses the following kinds of high level 
description: 

"the single occurence of x occurs on the left (right) hancl side of 
the equaUon". "the dominating function on the left (right) har,d side 
is f 11

• "the argu.ments of f are al, .• ~., an". "ai contains x, but aj 
for i=/==j, does not". 

We will have to implement these and many similar descriptions. 

The axioms used by this strategy are very clearly defir,ed, 
obviously be a quite simple matter to design a procedur~ to vet 
and earmark those t-mich could be used by isolation. If we could 
each strategy, we \-muld have a criterion for identifying "useful 
the means to employ them fruitfully. Looking even further ahec.d, 
possible, on being given the definition of a new function, 
description of the kind of theorems we would like lo prove about 
set about proving them. 

and it wol.lld 
incoming facts 
do this for 
theorems" and 
it might be 
to generate a 
it and then 
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5. 0 STANDARD METHODS 

Even if there is more than one occurence of the unknot·m in an equation we 
may be able to use a method very similar to isolation to solve the equation, if 
we recognise that the equation is in some standard form (e.g. A polynomial of 
degree less than or equal to 4) for which we know the general solution, e.g. 

or 

1. Solve x~2-3x+l = O for x 

2. x = (3+sqrt(9-4.l.l))/2.l or x = (3-sqrt(9-4.l.l))/2.l 

3. x = (3+sqrt(S))/2 or x = (3-sqrt(S))/2 

1. Solve 3.cos(x)+4.sin(x) = 5 

2. some n [in(n,integers) & x 
arcsin(3/sqrt(3~2+4~2)) ] 

3. some n [in(n,integers) & x 

n.pi + (-l)~n.arcsin(S/sqrt(3~2+4~2)) 

n.pi + (-l)~n.pi/2 - arcsin(3/S) 

In either case we recognise that the equation is in the form: 
b(x, a) = c 

where x may occur several times in term b, but does not occur in c, and that we 
have an implication axiom: 

b(y, z) = d -> some n, s [i.n(n,s) & y = g(n, z, d) 
which can be applied to it to yield: 

some n, s [in(n,s) & x = g(n, a, c) 

These two strategies obviously he.ve a lot in common, and we might think of 
combining them to produce a powerful generalisation which uses axioms of the 
form: 

b(xl, ••• ,xn)=d ->some m, s [in(m,s) & xi~ g(m,xl, •. ,xi-1,xi+l, •. ,xn,d)] 
(whe!"e b can be an arbitrary term and xi can occur several times in b, but not 
in d), on equations of the form: 

b(al, ... , an) = c 
(where x occurs only in ai). 

6. 0 COLLECTION AND ATTRACTION 

The preceding strategies take some equation whose solution is desired and 
deliver the general solution. In fact they will be the only strategies 
designed to deliver general solutions. However, their domain is extremely 
limited and we will need to extend this if we are to solve interesting 
equations. So the succeeding strategies will be designed to manipulate 
equations into thiR domain, either by reducing the number of occurences of the 
unknown to one, so that isolation can be applied , or by reducing the equation 
to some standard form, so that a standard method can be applied. 

We now consider two very simple strategies designed to achieve the former 
goal of reducing the number of occurences of the unknown. It is sometimes 
possible to use an identity axiom to replace a subterm of an equation 
containing several occurences of the unknown, by a term containing fewer 

.. 



1. Solve log(e, x+l) + 2 + log(e, x-1) 0 

2. 2 + log ( e, x+ 1) + log ( e, x-1) = 0 

3. 2 + log(e, (x+l) (x-1)) 0 

4. 2 + log(e, x~2-l) 0 

The two occur2nces of x are moved closer together in lines 2 and 3 and 
collected in line 4. We will call this strategy "attraction", because it 
attracts occurences of the unknown to each other. For clarity of explanation 
we have separated attraction from col lee tion, but they are obviously very 
similar, and could be implemented in a similar way, or combined. 

The only difference between them would be in the . identities they used. 
Attraction could use an identity: 

p -> (a=b) 
if there are variables y in a which have the same number of occurences in a as 
in b, but no occurences in p, and the distances between the y is strictly 
greater jn a than it is in b and a is the least common dominating term for its 
occurences of the y. The y will each be bound to subterms containing the 
unknown, and a will be bound to the least common dominating tenn in the 
equation. 

7.0 POLYNOMIAL EQUATIONS 

The strategies we have considered so far are completely general, and like 
rnost general purpose strategies rather weak. In fact we can only develop 
strong strategies for particular classes of equations. In the literature of 
equation solving one particular class stands out for the strength of the 
strategies developed for it. This is the class of polynomial equations. 
Special attention has been lavished on the polynomial equations for several 
reasons, e.g.: 

1. polynomials occur frequently in applications of equation solving. 

2. many non-polynomial equations can be reduced to polynomials by change 
of unknown and other devices. 

We have singled then out for special attention for the latter reason 
above, and because many of the strategles developed for polynomial equations 
can be generalized to wider classes of equations. definitions 

We now give a formal definition of the class of polynomial equations. 

<poJy> =:: <canst> / <unknown> I <poly>+<poly> I <poly>-<poly> I 
-<poly> / <poly>.<poly> I <poly>~<positive integer> 

<poly eqn> =:: <poly> = <poly> 



oc:curences, e.g . 

1. Solve cos(2x)-2si.n(x) cos(x) sin (pi./ 4) 

2. cos(2~)-sin(2x) = l/sqrt(2) 

3. sqrt(2) .sir..(x+arcsin( 1 /sqrt(2))) l/sqrt(2~ 

4. sin(x+pi/4) =1/2 

The number of occur enc.es of x was reduced in both line 2 and line 3. 
Isolation could now be applied. We: will call this strategy "collection", since 
its goal i.s tu collect together oc:curences of the unknown. How might i.t be 
mechanised. First we will need to decide which set of occurences we are going 
to collect. We can only think that we must try all posibilities, starting with 
those closest together. (the di8tance between n occurences of sub terms is the 
number of arcs in the smallest connected subgraph containing all n occ:urences, 
when the equation is regarded as a tree). The closest occurence:s in line 1 of 
our example are the 2nd and 3rd. We now focus our attention on the smallest 
subterm coacaining all the occurences in question (which we will calJ. the least 
common dominating term). In our example this is the sub term sin(x) .cos(x). We 
now look for identities with a left (or right) hand side \lhich matches this 
subterm, and whos2 application would result jn a reduetion in the number of 
unknowns. In our case the identity 

sin(y)cos(y) ~ (sin(2y))/2 
fits the bill. The identities used by collection are all of the form: 

p -> (a=b) 
where Sor.l e collection of variah1.,;s whjch occur in a (vector y sny) occ•Jr 
stric t.ly 1 ess tiree::; in b, and not at all in p, and a is the least, common 
dominati.n:; t eno fc1· its occurene:es of Ui2 y. The y wlll oe.ch be bou:-id to t!H~ 

unknown or some sulite.rm conto.ini.ng ic and a will be matched to. the leas:: common 
<lorn ina ting te.rm in the equa tj on . 

This description of the class of axioms useful to collection, like the 
descript i on of the clnss of axioms useful to isolation, is very fOX<lC ti:1g. A 
lot of axioms would just fail to fit them, e.g. 

2sin(y) .cos(y) = sin(2y) (because of factor 2) 

A procedure which was able to assimilate new axioms into a strategy, would 
have to be able to employ a higher level description to recognise an axiom as 
useful to that strategy, and to use some deduction to get this axiom into the 
preferred form. 

BecausC' the :i.den t:i ties, tvhich may be useful to col lee ti.on, can be singled 
out in advanc e , and even indexed by whether they contain trigonometric, 
1 ogarithmic function.~; etc, the process of recovering an identity which can 
affect a successful collection, can be made quite efficient. 

Following a successful coll cc ti.on we may c:all collection again, on the 
resulting equation, until it can be applied no longer. 

W8 still have. not enlnrged our do!Tla:i.n of solvable equations ve.ry much, 
because col lee tion can be onJ.y rnrely £lpplicd. It is often the case, however, 
that al thougli we cmrno t col lee t several occur enc es of an unknown, we can reduce 
the. distance betwePn them and m~>.ke their eventual collection more likely, e.g. 
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7.1 Main Strategy 

The mD.j n strategy in deal Lng wl th polynomi.:=il equa ti.ous is to put them .in to 
normal form, factorize them, split into fao::tors and solve each of the factors 
recursively. There a:.e ulso a number of special strategies for subcl11sses of 
the polynomial equation e.g. For equations of cegree less tho.n 5 and for 
re~iprocal equations. We deal wtth these after consideration of the main 
strategy. We now turn to a consideration of each part of the main strategy in 
detail. 

7. 1. 1 Po] ynomial Normal Form -
, 

(3x~2 + 2) (x+ 1) + ax( 2x+l) = 13 .!. • 

2. 3x~3 + 2Y. .... 3x~2 + 2 + 2ax~2 ax = 13 

3. 3x~3 + (2a+3)x~z + (2+a) x - 11 = 0 

The above is an example of a polynomial being put in to normal form. The. 
opQration can be divided in to two maj n par ts: "multi plying out", illus trat.t->rl 
by the transition from li.ne l to line 2 in our cxarnp] e, and 11 collecling 
coefficients of terms", illustrated by the ti:ansition from line 2 to li.nP 3. 
Many intermediate stt::ps have been omitted from the above. For inscancP, aft•~r 

Hpp:'ying the distributive law to ax.(2x+l), ax.2x is rewritten as 2ax~2 c.nd 
ax. l as ax. Human subjects usually omit such stc>ps frrn"' 1..ncdr written 
p~otocols and do them in their heads. 

"mulr:i.plying out" consists of the followjng steps: 

1. the distrihutive law is applied repeatedly until bot~ sides of the 
equation are terms in the class "sum" defined as follows: 

<symb~)l> =-:: any function symbol except . + or -· 

<constituent> =:: <unknown> I <number> I <arbitr.:iry ccnstant:> I 

<symbol>(<sum>, •... , <sum>) I -(<constituent>) 

<product> =:: <constituent>. , ... <constituent> 

<sum> <product>+ ..•.. +<product> [ 1 ] 

[l] Thesl! grAmm 1rs are represented in standard BNF form. < .... > r•?presents a 
class of (:-,q,n-essi ons; I represents d is·j unction; ~" means that this c:lai:;s may 
bq repe::it:d any posi.Llve number of til'les; ? means that this class is optional; 
*?means eith~r *or?. 
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2. then each product is simplified and put in the normal form defined by 
the class <new product> 

<power of unknown> =:: <unknown> / <un known>-<postive. integer> 

<new product l> =:: <number ?>.<arbitrary constants*?>. 

<<symbol> (<sum>, ... , <sum>) *?>.<power of unknown ?> 

<new product>=:: <new product l> I -(new product l>) 

This operation uses the commutative 
multiplication, evaluation rules for 
(-x)(-y)=x.y and --x=x for minus and the 
cx-m). (x-n) '""" x"~(n+m). 

and associative laws of 
numbers, the identities 

identities x.x =x-2 and 

"collecting coeffi.cien ts of terms" consists of the steps: 

1. implicitly redefl:ling each occurence of x-n as xn (a new unknown), 
redefining x as xl and multiplying each <new product> free of x by xO. 

2. calling "collection" on each unknown xi using the distributive law. 

3. simplifying the coefficients of the xi's. 

11. subsUtuti.ng back the v.:ilue~; of l:h•' .d's. 

7.1.2 Factorization -

1. 2ox-2+13x-21 O 

2 • ( 5 x+ 7) ( L1 x- 3 ) 0 

3. 5x+7 = 0 or 4x-3 0 

Above is an example of a simple polynomi.'.' l being factored. How did we 
discover the factors of this polynomial? Obviously we used some kind ~f 
procedure to investigate the original po] ynornial and suggest suitable factors. 
Such a procedure is usually called a factorization algorithm. Tnere is a 
factorization algori tm, due to Kronecker, which can factorize any 
multi-variable, integer polynomial into a product of polynomials irreducible 
over the integers. It is described, for instance, in Manove 1967 p 90. A 
different algorithm was used by the subjects whose protocols we studied (see 
also O'Shea 1973 p 4). Their algorithm was qnite efficient at producing linear 
factors of single varjable polynomials. It ievolves .'.lround the observation 

1. that the sum of the degrees of the factors is equal to the degree of 
the original polynomial. 
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1. poly(p, sl) & poly(q, s2 &poly(r, s3) & p=1.r 
-> degrec(p) = degree(q) + degrce(r) 

2. poly(p, s) -> in(degree(p), integers). 

3. poly(p, s) & in(n, integers) & O=<n=<degree(p) 
-> in(coeff(p, n), s). 
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4. poly(p, sl) & poly(q, s2) & poly(r, s3) & p=q.r & O=<n=<degree(p) 
in(n, integers) -> coeff(p, n) 

= sigma(O=<i=<n, coeff(q, i) .coeff(r, n-1.). 

5. poly(p, s) & integer(n) & degrec(p) < n -> coeff(p, n)=O 

6. poly(p, s) -> p=sigma(O=<i=<degree(p), coeff(p, i) .unknown(p)-i) 

7. poly(p, s) ->[reducible(p, t) <-> some q, r (p=q.r & poly(q, t) 
& poly(r, t) & degree(q)>O & degree(r)>O]. 

Plus numerous axioms about arithmetic whose use we will acknowledge with 
the words 'by arith', and subroutines for evaluating functions and predicates 
over some of the a1guments whose use we will acknowledge with the words 'by 
eval' • 

7. 1. 2. 2 The In tcrpreter -

Im) triting the intutive algorithm with these axioms seems to involve the 
theorem prover making the following steps. 

1. Given n polynomial p, assert that it is reducible, which involves 
jntroduclng the ~ variables q and r (with axiom 7 .) • 

2. Deduce consequences of this assertion. In particular, find properties 
of q and r which restrict their values. 

3. Find values for q and r within these restrictions (may involve case 
analysis) or deduce a contradiction showing that p was irreducible. 

7.1.2.3 Example -

This algorithm cnn be used to factorise 
20.x-2 + 13.x - 21 = 0 

1. Assume reducible(2o.x-2 +13.x -21 

2. by 7. and eval 

O, integers) 

20.x-2 +13.x - 21 = q.r & poly(q, integers) & poly(r, integers) & 
degree(q)>O & degree(r)/O. 
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constants in the factors is equ~l to 20 
coefFicents of the lending terms is equal 

3. thilt if (bk.x~k+ •.. +bO) . 1..:l.x~l+ •.• +cO) = an.:[n+ ..• +aO wh0re n=k+J Clii.d 

an=/=O/aO, then sigma(O=<i=<n, bi.cj-i) = aj for l<j<n. 

So that if we are tr.ying to factorize the quadratic 
20x~2+13x=21 = O 

over the integers, for instance, we lmow that if it does factorize then it will 
have line..i1 factors ax+b and cx+d where a, b, c, d are integers, a.c == 20, b.cl 
= -21 and ad+bc == 13. The possjble values of a, b, c, d are strictly limited 
(e .. g b = 1, 3, 7, 21, -1, -3, -7, -21) so that we may t"apidly exham~t theru. We 
will <::all this algod.l:hm the "intuitive algorithm". It can clearly be extended 
to a much wider class of factorization problems. 

In a conventional algebraic rnanipt.1J ati_on program either 0f these 
algorith111s would be self cm-:taiu1~d, opaque subroutines. Whic:h would he 
difficult to alter and which would have limited range. However w0 would like 
the factorization nigorithm to have very flexible range, e.g. He wou]d like it, 
at least, to be able to far..: toriZt=! 

x'·2+(a+b)x+a.b = O 
where a and b are arbitrary constants. 

We would etlso like ·i.t to be able to improve itse.lf if new facts about the 
factorization of polyncr;!i.als wei:-e mad,:: ava·ilabl1? to :i.t, i2. We P.:inl tNf'ntur.1.lly 
to be able Lo czt€a:l L?.arning to strategies. F:::r :instance we ndglii: ~tdd ~:he 

f3ct tha t x-a is o faclor of poJynomlal p(x) if and cnly if p(a) - O. ~nabling 

~.; to ch1~ck puLCttU.al lincnr factors r.wre e::isiJ.y, TI1e ,1.pplic;-;:ti.on of t.;1:i.s far:t 
is called the rem a i.ndl•r theorrnn method, (see Rr ~lggs ~nd Bry:in i 962 p. 95). ~.Je 

therefore need some '·''8Y <:>[ rep1escnt:ing the f£1ctc1.cization algor:i.t~1m which m;,;ke:~ 

it easj ly investig,~1ble nt~d extendable b:;' othE=r progro;as. 'l'r1i ·, ~'~''il:~l:y is 
offered by predicate lor;ic lj'pe pr.ogr;m11ning languages (see Kowd~Jk.i J97i1), in 
wh:ici·, the knowledge 1;sPd in tl1c algor:i.1-hm is r•.'presented as pr2diccJte leg.Le 
fonnulae, and the in tcrpr0ter of these formulae, is a theort•m prover. To 
clarify ideas we will rPpresent some of the knowledge needed by the intuitiV•'! 
algorithm to factorize polynomials in one unknown, as a predicate logic 
formula1?. a~id diSl~uss the for;n of the theorem prover needed t.o dlr0ct their us::-, 

7.1.2.1 'Intuitive' Fac;:o1i1.&.t.i•Jn Algorithm Azioms -

po1 y( p, s) 111e1-1ns p is A polynomial with coeffic.i~nts in the set s. 

in(n, s) means n is a member of the set s. 

reducible(p, s) m2a11s p has fnclors which ure polynomials over the set s. 

degree(p) returns the degree oi polynomi~] p. 

unkn0wn(p) returns t11c i.ltlkncvm of polynomtai p. 

coeff(p, n) re:tm'.'ns the coefficient in p of 1mknown(p)-n. 
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3. by 1 and eval 
2 = degree( q) ' degree( i·) . 

11. hy 2. 
in(degree(q), integers) & in(degree(r), integers). 

5. by arith 
degrce(q) = 1 & deg~ee(r) 1. 

6. b" J 
1.i,. , .5. <' :·1c1 eval 

20 = cocff(q, 1) .coeff(r, 1) 
i3 - coeff(q, 1) .coeff(r, 0) + coeff(r, i).cocff(q, 0). 
-21 = CO(:df:(q, 0) .coeff(r, 0). 

7. hy 3. and e'.'al 
in(coeff(q, 1) , integers) & fo(coeff(q, 0)' integers) 
in ( coeff ( r, 1) ' integers) & in ( co ef f ( r, 0), in Legers). 

8. by o.rith 
[(cocff(q, 1) ~ 5 & cocff(q, 0) = 7 & cocff(r, i) = 4 & coeff(r, O) 
-3) v (coe£f(q, 1) = 4 & coeff(g, 0) = -3 & coeff(r, 1) = 5 & coeff(r, 
0) = 7)] 

9. by 6. end eval and arith 
[q S.x+7 & r = 4.x-3J v [q = ~.x-3 & r = S.x+7] 

The l· ... i1 1d of t11eorr!n1 pro·vcr '.Ye de.scrihed in Bundy ( 1973) sce:ns su:!.tc_t··le. to:.. .. 
thh: kind r;f deduction. 

Hot:e tktl P.Vt'.!r. if the axi.n1r.s usr::d in this algor-i thm :. r~ r.aJ.se (e.g. 
OVi;~:::--ge1~ .• =r;- ·1i7a li'.)ns) this will rnt effect the sout:cines:> cf the:· equnti_pn 
f~olviug p!:::H'L'~:s provided the outpttt of the algo~ lthm is only tr'"'o. i:~d ,c:· ndvies 
~o the 1i:,.a1 move maker. I.t may, howcwer, cause the Jeg."l mo,'<:! mal~er Lo try 
::~onwthing Kh lch fails, ur rrd $.-:: 30111(;'thine, whic:.h would have wo!'."kecl. 

It should be possib]e to extend this algorithm to deal with polynomiJlG of 
m2ny vari~ble.s and to extend its effic:.iency simply by adding to or ch'ln;..,ing tl:c 
axioms. Eventually we would Jike tc see the KnoneckE.'.r ali:_;orHbm code·.! tn thi& 
way. 

7. i.. 3 Tiu:~ Knonecker Algorithm -

For the SGke of co.npleteness we recorrl here the Knonecker po1 ynomial 
fP.c to:rizc. tion algorithm. 

To factorize>, f(x) -- a polynomial of d<~gree r; 

if f. is reducible 
choose k<n, fiad a facto~ of degree k 
divide g into. f to forn !i 
recursively factorize h 



To choose k 
let p be n prime such that f(rnod p) is of the sJme dc~rce ns f. 
if f(mod p) is irreducible then f is ii reducible 
else let D = {~cgrce(h): hif(mod p)} 
choo::1r! k in D 

To find a factor of degree k 
choose k+l intego1·s nO, .•.• ,nk 
let Bi= {r: rif(ni)} 
loop: if so~e Bi=O then fail 

for all i choose ri in Bi 
let Bi n: Bi \ {ri} 
form unique g(x) of <legree k such that g(ni)=ri 
if glf the succeed 
else go to loop 

7.2 PolynomL:llG Of Degree Less Than 5 

In theory it i:::; alw<Lys possible to factorize a polynomial with real 
coefficients (indeed with complex coefficients) into complex linear factors, 
and solve cnch one by jsolation, rejecting non-~cal soluti8ns. In practice it 
may not be eDsy to find the factors. The intuitive algorithm only works well 
at finding intoger linear factors of integer polynomials. So alternative 
methods l1ave bet'n devised for polynomials irrcducble over the integers. 

Tt12 so] ul:ions to all polynomials less than 5 has been worked out in 
f.ellE·r:::l 2nd [') . '!•~n by ;J ranical formula foe the unknown:~ in t~nns of t·]1e 

c:.ic>ffic:Le nts (se.:: e.g. !3;1rnside and Panton 188i chap \'l). The mosr i;:;mil2r 
forr.iula ls th ;! one f.:1r t.he quadratic equa Llon. 

a .x~:>. + b .x + c = 0 
which is 

x =-- [-r· ·i- hqrL(b"/.-1~.a.c.)]/2.n '' x = [-b + sqrt(b"2-4.a.<..:)];'2.n 

·n·1ese fonnulae can be used to solve any l'o]ynomj_al equation of degree less 
Lhan 5, even if it is reducible over the integers. !lost of i:i:e subjects of om: 
protocol analysis did not do this. They preferred to find in Lege£ factors if 
they could. In fnct some peop] e are so reluctant to use the quadrc.tic formulri 
that they prefer to use the strategy called 'Lompl.:=ting the square', on which 
it is based. 

We will a] so prefer to factorize into integer factors, where possible. A 
'factorization <tlgorithm is necessary for polynomials of high degree, and we 
will tnke tllP opportunjty to develop it on simple examples. 

Unfortunately, there can be no general solution, given by a radical 
formula, for equations of degree greater than 5. This result was first 
discovere.1 by r.alois (see Ar tin 19.59 p 76). This means that we have to develop 
alternative methods of solving equations of degree greater than 4. Most of 
these in2Lhods will also be applicable to equations of degree less than 5 and so 
will yield an alternative method of solution to the main strategy. 

:: 
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7. 3 H~ d procal Eq ua Lions 

A special method Rpplies to the class of reciprocal equations. A 
polynomial cquati.on p is said to be reciprc.ca1 if:, when it. Ls writteri in norm;-21 
form. 

sigr.ia(O=<i=<n, ai>x·'i) 
where n=de~ree(p) then ai=an-i for all O=<i=<n 
The special method is based on the fact that for every ro0t b of the equation 
l/b is also a root. 

If the degree of p is odd then, since Lhe equation h<!s an ndd numbe;: of 
roots, 1 or -1 i.s a root. If we extract x-1 or x+l. as a linear factol.· we i:l.re 
left with a reciprocal equation of even degree. 

If the degree of p is : vcn, say 2.m Lhen we c~n make c; r:hcinge of unb:own 
of y for x + l/x which yields a polynomial equation of degree m. We first mRI~ 
the following trdnsformation to the equaLion: 
rewrite 

sigma(O=<i=<2.m, ai.x-i). as 
sigma(O=<i=<m, ai.(x-i + x-(z.m-i)) = O 

then as 
slgrna(O=<i=<m, ai.(x-(m-i) + l/x-(m-i~) O 

then starting dt i=O eliminate the term 
(x-(m-i) + l/x-(m-i)) 

1tsi11 ~\ the' blnomj2l expri11;:;ion: 
(x+J /x)"(m-i) = sigma(O=<r=-<(m-i), c(ffi··i, r) .x-(2.r+~.·-m'i·l 

~Jh<'!'f' c\ i., j) is '.:he: numter of i1Tays of choosing j things fro:n i tliinr,s. 

J\t each stage (x-(m-i) + l/x-(m--i)) dll be ]·ep.l<tcerl by the U·i.·i:: 

(xf·] h·)-(?;J-i) and ,q reciprocal polynomial of degree' m-i-2 , wliicl1 '.'i 11 comb:i.itr 
with U1,~ r.emaining reciprocal p0Jy,1omial. lljn;:;~_ly we will get a rol:-/•.r,:r,iol of 
d cg :rt· l, 111 i C x t-1 Ix) • 

i..e. sigma(O'-"<i=<m) bi.(x+l/x)-(m-i) = 0 
and we can mcike our change of unknown. 

7 . 3 . 1 Ex amp l e -

2. Since ci1is reciprocal equation is of odd 
either l or -1. He use the re!11ainder 
roots. 

degree it has as a E11:·t 

theorf:'m n~r--tl-iod to check tlH~se 

when x=i LHS = 3+2-1+3+3-1+2+3 =r= 0 RHS 
when x=-1 LBS "' -3+2+H3-3-l-2+3 = 0 RHS 
so -1 is a root and x+l a fa~cor. 

;. DL1iding the LHS by ~~l we get 
3.x-6 - x-s + 3.x-3 - x + 3 = 0 

Collecting terms ::rnd dividing by 
J (;('3 + l/x-J) (z'"2 + l /x~I..) + 

-·· x .J 

3 '" 0 
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5. Using th2 binomial theorem 
3(x-rl/x)~3 - 9/x - 9.x - (x~2 +l/x~2) + 3 0 

6. Agatn 
3(x+l/x)~3 - (x+l/x)~2 + 2 -9.(x+l/x) + 3 O 

7. Changing unknown 
3.y~3 - y~2 -9y + 5 = 0 

7.3.2 Extensions -

This method may be ext~nrlc,d i.n various ways. Equations of the form 
sigma(O=<i=<n, ai.x~i) = 0, an=/=O 

whcore ai=an-i. for eve.n i 
an<l ai=-an-i for odd i also have roots occuring in ~airs. 

The roots of each p<'~ir are reciprocals of opposite sign, 
have a complex root of i or -i. Even equations can be solved 
unknoWtl to y:::x-1 /x. 

Equations of odd degree of the form: 
sigma(0=<~=<11, ai..x~:i.=0), an=-</=O 

Odd eq1_1a t:ions 
with a change of 

\.'he1·c ai=:-an-i [01~ .:tll i are f;atj f.ie.d by ::=l ;md redu<:e t·1 ' re.ci.procal e::p!ations 
on division by x-1. 

o. 0 RA 1'1 ONA L EQU/\ TIO HS 

Rational equations are those made from equations between Rational 
functions, where national functions are terms made from polynomials by division 
and exponentiation with an integer, i.e. 

<ratn func> =:: <poly>/ <ratn func>/<ratn func> I <ratn fur.c>~<integer> 

An example i.s: 
(x~2+1)~2 I [(l+x)~-2 I (x~Li+l)~-3] 

Hational eque.tions can be readily solved by converting them into 
polynomial equations and solving these. To convert a rational equation into a 
polynomial equation we make repeated use of the following axioms: 

l. y=z -> y-z=O 

2. y=O -> y.z==O 

'.3. w=z.z' & \<l"=V, v' -> y/ z + u/v (y.z 
, 

+ u.v')/w 

/1. w=z.z 
, 

& \V'='V • V ' ·-> y/z + u/v ·- (y.z' u.v')/w 
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5. y = y/l 

6. y~(-z) = l/y~z 

7. y.(u/v) (y.11)/v 

8. (y/z)/w y/(z.w) 

9. y/(z/w) (y.w)/z 

10. (y/z)~w ( y~w) I ( z~w) 

11. y/z = w -> y = w.z 

All applied as rewrite rules left to right. 

For example: 

by 3. ' 6. ~ 7. ' 8. :i 11d (' 
') 

by l 0. , 8. and 0 .... 

by J l. 

Whrt t ls the right strategy fr applying these~ axi.o1:1s? 
observatj_0ns. 

Here a;c· t1-10 

1. /_pplication of axioms lj_ke 3. and l;. requires a :'Mall strategy oi ·i.l"f; 

own. Faced with a term of the form: 
A/B + C/D 

we would like to use axiom 3 to combine both subterms 1.!nder a co1·1::1•n 
denominator. 111is means finding terms E, B' and D' <:.ucli that "6. D' -- E 
= D.B'. Ideally we would like E to be the least com'llon multiple of 11 

ancl D, although we would be satisfied with any corr.non multiple if th~ 
least one proved dificult to calculate. If A, B, C anrl D are n~t 

already polynomials we should first coavert A/B and C/D in to 
expre::;stons of the form: 

<po] y> /<poly> 
by applying 3-10. recursively. 
pulynomjals. Factorize Il and 
fac.to:.-s from each to form Il' and 
D. B'. 

Supposr, A, 13, C <; ri l n are fllJ 
D completely and delPtC any c~nrnon 

D'. Let E = 13.D' rind therefore E 

2. It woulJ be nice to have a general mec.hanism \vhich gi.ven . 

1. A formula 
i 

2. The Backus-Naur form of a. normal form for the formuia. 

3. A set of axioms "(rewrite rule:~): 

Could convert the formula into the normal form defi.necl hy the HNF, 
nsing the axioms. This could be clow~ by 
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1. Parsing the formula bntlom up. 

2. Ftnding the first plac.e at whic.h it differed from the normal form. 

3. Finding a rewrite rule whose ] cft hand side matched this plac.e and 
applying it. 

Li. Repeating the process. 

~l. 0 SIMPLE TRIGONOMETRIC EQUATIONS 

There are several classes of equations, which have been sing]cd out for 
special at tent inn, because equations from them occur so often jn application!'! 
of equation solving. 111e most common of these classes is the po] ynomial 
equations, another is the simple trigonometric equations, which we deal with 
here. 

9.1 Definition 

By a simple trignnomclric equation we mean a ralional equa t.i.on i.n scvc.:ral 
tr:i.gonor:i.ct r .LC functions, where a trigonometric function is a t-::igononH~tri c 
S)'li!bol follmvcd !·y an angle, and an angle is a linear combino.t:ion of unk11owns. 
A uICJr.e precise dl~Finition follows: 

ctrig symbol>=:: sin/cos/tan/sec/cosec/cot 

<angle> - <tmk.nown> I <const>+<anglc> I <angle>+<const> I 
<const>.<angle> I <angle>.<const> 

<trig !:uc:ct i.on> =:: <trig symbol> (<angle>) 

<trir, ratn> '-:: <const> I <trig function> I <tdg raln>+<trig ratn> I 
:trig ratn>-<trig ratn> ! <trig ratn>.<trig ratn> I <trig ratn>/<trig 
ral.n> / <t1..ig ratn>-<intl'ger> 

I' ? 1. - Main Strategy 

The main strategy in solving trigonometric 
re-express the equation as a rational equation 
function, chnnge the unknown to this function, solve. 
th0 trigonomu1ric function and then solve for 
isolation, e.g. 

1. Solve 8(sin x)-2 + 6.cos x - 9 O 

equations is to try to 
in a single trigonometric. 

the rational, resubstiLulo 
the original unknown using 
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..., 8(1-(cos x) ~2) --t. . 6.cos x ·- 9 0 

3. ll(cos x)~2 - 6.cos x + 1 0 

!~ ~ (l •. cos x - 1)(2.cos x - 1) 0 

5. cos x = 1 /4 or cos x = 1/2 

6. x = 2n.pi + arccos(l/4) or x = 2n.pi - arccos(l/4) or x 
or x = 2n.pi - pi/3 

(this c:{ample was taken from Hobson and Jessop 1896 p 24L1) 

2n.pi + pi/3 

The above example illustrates one importar1t technique for re-exprE:ssi.ng 
the equation in terms of a single trigonometric furn:t:ion, that of rnAld:::g c.ll 
the trigonometric symboJ s the same. In this c.::isc (sin x) ~2 is exprc:;sed in 
terrns of cos x. In general we will also have to make a.1. l the angles the. .sa:ne. 
This re'1uires a different technique, which is illustrated fo 011r second ~::-:am!;J.e 

(also talcr~n from Hobson and Jessop). 

l. Solve sin 3x = 3.sin x for x 

2. 3.sin x - 4. (sin x)~3 = 3.sin x 

3. (s:Ln x)~3 = 0 

l1. win x= 0 

5. x ·-· n.pi 

Of thc»se two techniques :Lt se1:!ms preterable to perform thQ latt l!"f fJu;i:. 
i.e. To m3kt;· 211 the angles the same, then mal<e all thQ sy.-11bols the <:· 1.:c. This 
is because it is always possible t.1) express one symbol in tcru1s r;f ?.noth2r 
without changing the angle, but net vice-versa. 

S.2.1 Equal AnglP. Strategy-~ 

We will no\v inveFtigate the t:rnk of changing the equations S" ::l 1::: all tbc! 
angles ar--· equal. Suppose that we have writlen all the angle::: iu ~ .>].y;10r·1~al 

norma] form and that they are : 
ai.x + bi fer i.=<n 

the idcntiti<:~s that are useful in this task are: 

1. the 11 sum of e.nglt:" formula 
e.g. cos(y+z) = cos y.cos z - sin y.sin ~ 

'.7.. '1nrl tne spc·cial cases of these: 
e.g. cos 2y = 1 - 2.(sin y)-2 

1. the "negri tion" formulae 
e.g. sin(-y) =-sin y 
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4. and the other "syfJlmetr.y1' formulae 
e.g. sin(pi/2 - y) = cos y 

Page 26 

If all the ai are integers we can always make do with type l. and 3. as 
follows: 

1. first make all the ai positive by applying a negation identity to any 
that are not . 

2. find the greatest common divisor, d, of the ai. Let ci.d=ai for all 
i=<n. Express each angle in the form: 

d.x + d.x + ...•• + d.x +bi 
(where d .x is repeated ci times) then apply 11 su:n of angle11 identitlc•s 
repeatec.l ly until all angles are of the form d .x . 

'Ihe id en ti ties of type 2. and 4. can sometimes be used 
Even if alJ the ai J.re r.ol integers we may still be able to 
di~i<les all of them and carry out step 2. 

9.2.2 Equal Symbol Strategy -

tc cut corners. 
find some d which 

There are a var i <>ty of ways of making all the trigononetrfr S\r-i1lin1 s in an 
equation the same, awl whi.ch way is used \Ji.11 dep~;nd on the circunst·lnces. The 
ide:!.tti.tics which are useful are: 

1. the def:Lnitions of tan, sec, cosec and cot 
e.g. cot y = cos y/ sin y These can always be used to el i.minatc all but 
a pai.r. of sy:nbols. These do not have to be cos and s Ln, we might 
prefer tan and sec for instance if this resultPd in the &waJlest 
number of occurences of trigonometric symbols. Preferred pai.l·s are 
cos and sin, tan and sec, cot and cosec, because of tlie formuJ ae below-

2. the I! square11 formulae 
e.g. (tan y)-2 + 1 = (sec y)-2 These can be used to el~ni.aate one 
m~nber of the previous pair in favour of another. We prefer to 
eliminate t~igonometric functions to an even power (e.g. (sec y)-6 ), 
otherwise some square roots will be introduced ar.d wi 1 l have to be 
el imina}cd if the equations are to remain rational. 

3. the "collection11 fonnulae 
e.g. a.cosy+ b.sin y = sqrt(a-2+b-2).sin(y+arcsln(a/sqt·t(ci-2+b-2))) 
lt is somc•times possible to use adapted versions of thP sum of angles 
for111ul2.e to callee t together occur enc es of the unkriox-m, and so avoid 
introducing square roots. However, these formulae cll<mge the angle of 
the Lrigonometric functions and are to be avoided unless there cire 
only t\'O occurences of the unknown. 

4. the 11 half angle11 formulae 
e.g. cosy= (l-C-2)/(l+t-2) where t tan(y/2) Another .. ·way of 
avrii1ii.ng introducing the square root is to express .:ill the 
trigono.netric funct:ions in terms of Lrn(x/2), where x i"" the u11iquc 
angJ1> of Lhc equation. Thi.~;: always works but crrnplicates th~ cr~11-:;tion 

: 
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3 lot (for i.nstance :i.i it was previously a polynomial, it w"i.11 becorce 
a rational) and is to be tried only as a last res0rt. 

Al though th12 c:;;)ove strategies will usually work they do not always yield 
t:he neatest solutions. We now consider some al ternativ2 ;:;tra teg ies. 

9.3 Factorization 

Factorization is a strategy which can work on equat.inns of S<'Vcral 
unknowns. So we do not need to express Lhe equation in terms •)f .q singJe 
trigonometric funr.:ti.on to use it. In addition whereas factorizati.on of 
polynomials is bar;ed mainly on the distributive law in trigonc:netry we• hevc an 
arl.ditional cla~;s of .':!xioms which it can use, namely the "si.::m and diife~·c..nce'' 
fo:r.mulae e.g. si.n y + sin z ,,, 2.sin(y+z) /2 . cos(y-z) /2 

Like the cl.istributive le_w these can be used to make multipiication the 
domin~,nt function of a term. Consider the following example from Borchardt a!1d 
Per1ott 1904 p 270. 

1. Solve 3.sin 7x - 2.sin 4x + 3.sin x O 

2. 3(sin 7x + sin x) 2.sin 4x 

3. G.sin l1x c.o s 3x 2.sin 4x 

4. sin 4x = 0 or. 3.cos 3x - 1 = 0 

5. 4x ~ n.pi or 3x =2n.pi + arccos 1/3 or 3x = 2n.pi - arccos 1/3 

One cannot help feeling that this question was "cooked" a bit in order to 
make it "work out''. However the very unlike] jhood of the strategy succePcl ing 
(and j ts ueatness if it docs) make it a good candidate to tr:' fir.st, pr.ov:i_di?d 
its chances of success can he quickly ascertained. 

10. 0 (;l-IANGE or UNKNOWN 

Several of the st·r.:ttegics developed for polynomial anrJ s:lm.p1e 
tri8ono'.Ilct:ric equations 1'an be generalized to apply tn .::i wider cle.ss c•f 
eq1ntinns. for instance, in the rra:in strategy :'or siG1pl 1::! trigonor.lt~t:r:ic 
cquatio1:f; we started ~rith u ratiunal equation in several tr:ignnomett·jc 
functicns, convertecl this into a ratiorwl equ<.1t:ion in ~! sir1;:dc- tdr..onc!i-.etr·:r: 
function ;me then changed the unknm·m J.nro this single ;_rigor.~r, '..:'cri .. funetio:1-
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10.l The Strategy 

The g~neralized strategy is a process of continuous parsing. We parse the 
equation as if 1c: were a member of some class of equations called the base 
class which we are good at solving e.g. The polynomial equations.if we come to 
a term which fails the p:usc we ask the following questions: 

1. would it he] p to extend the base class. E.g. If the term were of the 
form a/b or a~(-n) then extending the base class to the rational 
equations would enable the parse to continue to the next step. 

2. failing this, would the parse succeed if the offending term were 
treated as an unknown. E.g. If the term were of the form a~b where b 
was not an integer, then the parse would succeed if a~b were regarded 
as an unknown. 

In the first case we extend the base class and continue. In the second 
case we put the offending term in an offenders' set, record the cur.rent state 
of the parse, then continue the parse treating the offending term as ;:in 
unknown. Other.wise we fail. If the actual unknown is ever parsed, as an 
isolated term, it must also be added to the offenders' set. 

If the parse succeetls we will have an offenders' s~t: 

(d(x), .... , cn(x)) 
and ~in c~·1uation 

e(cl(x), .•.. , cn(x)) 
which is a member of the bcise class in terms of the offending terms ci(x) 
o=<i=<;1. 

If the offenJers' set is a singleton (cl (x)) we make ::i. change of unh1ow-c1, 
y~.:l (x) , solve 

e(y) 
as a member of the base class, to get solution 

some n, s (in(n,s) & y=g(n)) 
resubstitute and solve 

some n, s (in(n,s) & cl(x)=g(n)) 

If the offenders'set is not a singleton then we try to transform the 
cq~ation until it is. We pick one of the offending terms, say ci(x). We try to 
fj_nd an identity axiom which is applicable to ci(x) and which if applfod w0uld 
allow the parse to continue from where it was prev:i.ously frozen, we have. here 
exercised choices and must be prepared to come back and remake them. If we 
succeed in .:-1llowing the parse to continue we repeat the ahove procedure. 

To illustrate this strategy consid2r the following 2xanple from Tranter 
1972 p/.8. 

• 
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10. 1.1 Exmr.ple -
Solve 5 '2x-5' (x+l )+4==0 

we start hy trying to parse this as an integer polynomial. 111e parse. sur..:cE:::e<ls 
with offenders' set 

cs-2x, 1-cx+l)) 
suppose we decide to work on 5-zx. 
The axiom 

\·r(u .v)= (-vrv) -u 
is applicable to 5-2x and changes it to cs-x)-2. this allows the parse tc 
continue with new offenders' set 

cs-x, s-x+ 1) 

no axiom is applicable to s-x, so we try s-(x+l) the axiom 
,.r(u+v)=(w-u) (w~v) 

is applicab1 e to S"(x+l) and changes it to (5-x) (5-i) -.;..•hich is simplifie.J tn 
5 . .?-x. This <.'lllows the parse to continue with new offenders' set (5'-x). so \·.'2 

cha 01ge the unknown by setting y=S-x and fonn the new equation 
y-2-5.y+4=0 

whi.ch is solv~d as a quadratic in y. 

10.2 The Base Class 

For a particular class of equation to be usefu.!. as a base class Wf' i~" ' • 
hove some facility at solving equations in that class. In facL tne ~ 1~2 
confident 1.,rc a:re that we can solve an equation frmn th[d: class the> iicr:Lrr 
canrlidate it is. What classes do we k:1oH something about? Pol)nnrii:~:::. 

equatior>s with coefficients from various sets; rational equ'lti.ons; sjH:p) (' 
trigonometric equations. 

These classes also have another desirable feature: they fit lop.ether into 
a simple structure which enables us to consider all these. rJase classe~~ :i:1 <'nc 
parse. We can start by parsing the current cquati;)n as if i.t were an intc:;ei· 
polynomial equation. If this breaks down we investigate tte first t.:>rm wll j ch 
it fails to parse as an integer polynomial. If this is a non-intC!ger cor,s! .!nt 
thc.>n we can extend the base class to the real polynom.i.2ls. If its cfomi.n.J.nt 
function is - or j then ~ve extend to the rationals. If its domini:1nt fu'""1ct ·.itJ!1 

is Lri.gonornetric we. can extend to the simple td.gonoQe.tric' f1m1:Uet:s. 
Similarly if the rationals are the correct base class and we fail to var~~ a 
trigo'10metric function then we can extS:nd to the simple t.r:i.gonc .:, Lric 
cqun t ions. 

We cannot begin by using the simple trigonJmetric. u10a ti 01, s as a base 
class because then we would fail to i·ecognise any non-c.ons1:·111l" L"atinnal 
equation. We c:ould begi!l by adopting Lhe rctionaJs as b -. r,e claM;, Inti: tb'2'1 we 
would not be able to assess the chances of success as accurately .~s i.f \;r had 
kept the base class as smrtll ns possible. We neeJ to sneil out pr:-~ciscly t he 
conditions undet" which one hase class can be e~:tended to another f'll t:\~.":!t ne:-1 
potential base clAsses can be fitted into this structure by the systc~ itself. 
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10. 3 Re-expressing Offending Terms 

This part of the strategy: the application of identity axioms to 
offending terms in an attempt to allow the parse to continue, requires a 
deductive system of its own. Although hopefully it will be very similar to the 
basic system. We may have to apply the identity axiom not to the offending 
tenn on its own, but to some sub term, for instance in our example we applied 

w~ ( u. v) = (1.rv) -·u 
to 

5~(2x) 

to get 
(5~x)~2 

but suppose we only had the axiom 
w~(u.v)=(w~u)~v 

to succeed we would first have had to apply the commutative law of 
multiplication to 2~. This example could have been handled by the pattern 
matcher (see pattern matching section), but'~ can easily think of ex3mples 
which could· not, for instance, re-express sin 2x using the axiom 

sin(u+v)=sin u. cos v + cos u. sin v (since u+v does not match 2.x) 
we may have several axioms which apply to the offending term and allow the 
parsing to continue. For instance 

sin u =-sin(-u) 
also appi.ies to sin 2x. We wilJ have to C'hoose one to try, and back up if it 
fails, some of these alternatives L11ay be esseHtially equivalent, for instance 
applying 

sin 2u= 2sin u. cos u to sin2x 
is equivalent to applying sin(u+v) = sin u.cos v +cos u.sin v 

'J.here is a great deo.1 of scope here for guidance and the strategy we have 
outlined is obvious] y incompl~te without this guidar:ce. We stilJ do not seem 
to have used completely the fact that we are trying to re-express all the 
offending terms in Lerms of a single reduced term. We must link together the 
processes of re-expressing the different offending terms. 

We also have to choose which of the offending terms to work on first. Not 
so much hangs on this, as all the terms must be' worked on eventually. A good 
heuristic seems to be to work on the most complex first, as \·:e may succeed in 
expressing it in terms of one of the 1 ess complex terms and thus save: workin3 
on the letter at all. v:hen we have solved the harder problem of linking 
together the pr·::>cer.ses of re-expressing the different offeng.,.ing terms, we may 
understand this easier problem better. 

10.4 The Reduced Term 

It is important to try and spot ~1at is going to be the future reduced 
term as early as possible during the course of the strategy. This inforrr.ati.on 
Cdn then bi:- us(~d Lo guide the re-expression of the offendi.ng terms. That is we 
will prere r to use id entity axioms which allow the parse to continue and 
2xpress the offending term in terms of the potential reduced term. We will 
.sJ so rhoose 10 work on terms which we do not suspect of being thR reduced term 
using the fallowing information: 

I' 
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L It will eventually occur as one:! of the offending terms. 

2. It will probably be the one of the least complex terms. 

3. We will prefer those terms which occur the greatest number of times i.n 
the current equation. 

Lf. We will reject isolated occurencPS of the unknown. 

Thus during the course of the strategy we will maintain a current 
hypothesis about the identity of the reduced term which we will use to guide 
our search. 

11. 0 FACTORIZATION 

Another stra"egy which can be generali7.ed from its specific uses iP. 
solving polynomfal and simple trigonometric equations is factorization. Like 
Lhe change of unknovm strategics it can be use to simplify equations. We: 
usually use it to replace an equation with several simpler equations. Consider 
the following example. 

11 • 1 Ei:clm pl e 

1. sin x.cos x + cos x = (cos x)-2 + sin x 

2. sjn x.(cos x - 1) cos x.(cos x - 1) = O 

3. (cos x -1).(sin x - cos x) = 0 

4. COR x - 1 = 0 v sin x - cos x = 0 

This example Has part of the written protocol of one of our. e;:perimr:!ntal 
subject ::> . The accompanying verbal protocol was: 

"Now it lCJoks as if by collecting terms we might be able to factorize 
this. In fact taking the sin x.cos x on the left with Lhe sin x on 
the right wc get sin x. (cos x + 1) and taking 1· hp cos x on the left 
with the (cos x)~2on tbe right we get -cos x.(cos x - l) all equal to 
Q. Giving as our factors (cos x - l).(sin x - cos x) = 0. 11 

What factorization algorithm could be responsible for di scovcring these 
factors? We may mukc a hypothesis. 

1. Naybe the subj e.ct made some implicit ch~r.ges of unkno\·:n by setting 
c=coc x and s=sin x, then tnctorized the new equation as a polynrnnial 
equation in two unknowns. 
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2. It is possible to factorize the resulting polynomial as the subject 
did by regarding it as a quadratic in c, where s is a constant. 
However, if our subject did this he did not put the quadratic into 
nonnnl form before factorizing it, or his writen protocol would have 
included the step: 

(cos x)~2 - (si.11 x + l).cos x +sin x"' O 
Instead the subject was able to group the polynomial into 2 sets of 2 
pairs, appiy the distributive law to each pair to get a common factor: 
cos x -1, then extract this common factor with the distributive law 
again. 

11.2 Matters Arising 

All these considerations suggest the following: 

1. That the change of· unknown strategy be ammended, so that when it 
cannot reduce jts offenders' set to a singleton, it changes each 
me1aber of the set to a new unknown and try to factorize the res11lting 
equation. 

2. Tna t a factorization ol gorithm bP d.Pvclopr>d for polynomials in several 
unlrnmms. Ac R first o.tlcmpl we 1: <•n use a recursive call of a s:ingle 
unk;:imm algod.thn1. ThJL is, followir1g !·I~mcrve 1967 p87, we can express 
the multi-unknown polyn0r.dal as a polynomi<1l in the other unknowns. 
To faetr;rlze a p0lynQmial we first recusively factorize j_ts 
coc>f.fic:ienLs, tlit~n foctori;i:e it: using the single unknown algorithm. 

3. That the Intuitive Factorization AJgorithm be modified so that it can 
imit:nte our example protocol. 

11. 3 Gener ill Fae toriza tion 

All the previous p;rnmple of factorization are based on the left/right use 
of the distributive law 

2~ • y + x • z = x • ( y+z ) 
and are essentially polynomi.:il factorization. In fact terms can be factorized 
using any indentity of the form 

f(al, ... ,an) = b.c 
where f is not multiplicative. Consider for instance. 

1. lo~ ( e ,x~x) == 0 
x.iog(e,x.) = 0 
Therefore x=O or log(e,x)=O 

2. sin(2.x) - sin(pi/4 - x) == 0 
2.cos(2.x + pi/4 -x)/2.ain(2.x - pi/4 + x)/2 = 0 
Therefore cos(x/2 + pi/8) = O or sin(3.x/2 - pi/8) "' 0 

;; 
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Neither of these example is very ·natur:ii in that thei.·e arc al ternat.Lve 
methods of solution for each equation which do not involv<:: factorization. So 
whether the notion of factorization should be extended to include tl1e above 
examples is a moot point • 

12.0 SIMULTANEOUS EQUATIONS 

ln this section we turn our attention to the so1utioq of several equations 
in sPveral unknowns simultaneously. To extend our ideas on single equat.Lons t•> 

simultaneous equations two further techniques ore needed: 

]. The ability to eliminate unknowns between equations. 

2. and the ability to form an overall plan (the Grand Plc.n) c[ \Jh:lc:h 
un kl;.owns to eliminate when. 

12. 1 Elimination 

Elimination is the process of forming a new 0quatinn out of two (or mor~) 

exisling equations, such that the new equation does not coataln 3!1 unkno~, 

which j::; in the> original eqtw tions. Consider the follo......-ing example. 

1. x+y 7 
x - y = 1 

2. Elj~inating y by adding 
2.x = 8 

In this example y has been eliminated by 'adding' the. Lv10 origjn;1J. 
equnti.ons so that the two occurrences of y cancel e;ich other. f,lternatively, x 
could have been eliminated by 'subtracting' the two equatioris. 

L x + y 7 
x y 1 

2. El lminat:Lng x by subtracting 
2.y = 6 

A simple form of Elimjnation can be made from an equq ticn solver for one 
cquati.on in one unknown. Suppose p(x,y) and q(x,y) are two equ<..'.tl-i:1:> in t:.-in 

unknolm::; th2n if ench of them are. solved for y in terms of x to form: 
y ~ p'(x) & y = q' (x) 

then p' (x) = q' (x) is a new equation in x without y. "Let us c2ll thj s method 
'F.t r j pplrlg' . 

1he methods of 'adding' and 'subtracting' illustrat~d above ~re no more 
po~:ccful than 's~r ipping'., but they do cut corners :Jnd lE:ad to s:Lmpl er 
solutions in so;n.~ cases as illustrated by the followin~ exarr:ple. 
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1. sin(x) + tan( y) :: 1 
sin(2.x) - tan(y) = O 

2. Eliminating y by addjng 
sin(x) + sin(2.x) = 1 

Page 34 

The 'stripping' method would have wasted time here by isolating in the two 
equations and producing the more complex equation: 

n.pi + arctan(l - sin(x)) = n.pi + arctan(sin(2.x)) 

But 'stripping' is more powerful, as it applies in cases where 'adding' 
and 'subtracting' fail. Consider 

sin(x) + log(e,y) = 1 
x-3 + tan(y) = 2 

Neither x nor y can be Eliminated 1-rithout 'stripping'. 

Therefore, for br-;st results, all 
'adding' or 'suhtracting' should be 
'stripping' should be used. 

three methods should be available: 
applied first if possible, but if not 

Simple ven::ions of 'addjng' and 'subtracting' will be easy to implement. 
The following examples illustrate some more Hophisticated versions. 

I. x + 2.y + ... 
J.Z 0 

; . ;: 3.y ~.z 6 
2.x + 4.y - z 7 

2. Eliminating z by adding 
10.x + 3.y ""' 13 

Here ,, is Eliminated by 'adding' all tln:ee equations. 

1. x-2 + sin(y) 
x + cos(y) = 3 

2. Isolating the trigonometric terms and squaring 
sin(y)-2 (4 x-2)-2 
cos(y)-2 = (3 - x)-2 

3. El iminati.ng y by adding 
1 = (4 - x-2)-2 + (3 - x)-2 

Here considerable prcperation was put in before the 'adding' was done. Even 
the 'adding' step was not simple, since the two terms involved, sin(y)-2 and 
cos(y)-2, were not negations of each other, but combined to give a term not 
containing y, using the identity: 

cos(u)-2 + sin(u)-2 = l We cannot at present see how to implement this 
more sophisticated version of 'adding'. 

.. 

.. 
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12. 2 Forming A Plan 

The two strategies, elimination and solve, can be com1:dned to soJve 
systems of simu] taneous equations in several unlmowns, gut before they can be 
used a plan has to be made to show how they are combined. Tl:0:,0 plc=ms c.::m 
often be designed using only the knowledge of which unknowns occur in which 
equations (see Polya 1962 pl29-130)s e.g. Suppose we have three equations p, q 
and r, and that 

p contains precisely x and y; 
q contains precisely x, y and z; 
r contains precisely y and z. 

TIH: 

1. 

') 
'·. 

., 

.) . 
4. 

c, _, . 

kind of plan which immed fa tely suggests itself is: 

CT iminate x between p(x, y) and q(x, y, z) to form s(y, z) . 

Eliminate y be tween s{y, z) and r(y, z) to form t( z) • 

Solve t J: 
J.Ot' z . 

Substitute the value of z into 1'.'(y, z) to form r·· (y) and solve r' (y) 
for y. 

SuuRtilute the value of y into p(x, y) to form p' (x) an<l solv·~ p' (x) 
for x. 

Thi.s plcm j s ccrlainly not unique, for inr;tan!'C, we t.:·-iuJ.d ha'."P r(' V1 ·1· .:,,, ·J 

the roles of x .:md z, and p and r. This wot:ld have been an adva1~tage i.f we w<~t"t' 

µ~imarily interested in the value of x, and not the values of y or z. -:-n tld .c:. 

case we could have terminated the plan at step 3. Rever.s1ng ~hesc~ ,,~Jrs would 
also have been an advantf1ge if the elimination of z betw1>en r(y, z) and q(:·:, y, 
z) were eas.i 0 r than the climinatjon of x betwc:~en p(x, y) and q(:;, y, z) .we 
could aJ so form different plans by cl iminating z (instead of y) in st:·~p 2 or h y 
using q (lnslead of p) in step 5 etc. 

In fact there are an infinite numher of alte>.nntive plens, mcst of which 
look less efficient than our original, for instance: 

1. Eliminate y between p(x, y) and r(y, z) Lo form s(x, z) • 

2. i':liminate x bet\veen s(x, z) and q(x, y, z) to form L(y, z) • 

3. Eliminate z between t( y, z) and r(y, z) to form u(y' .• 

4. Solve u(y) for y. 

5. Suo s ti.t ute the value of y into t(y, z) to form t' ( z) and sol1; e l' (~!) 
fc .c ~ . 

6. Sub:; tit ul:e tl1e values of y and z into q(x, y; z) to form q' (xi nrrcl 

solve q' (x) for x. 
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If we are to design a procedure for constructing such plans we will 
to stCJte precisely the knowledge used to constn1ct them, together 
information about how to construct efficient plans and how to break ties. 
used steps of the following kinds in construe ting the above plans: 

have 
with 

We 

1. If p is an equation in the set of unknowns {x} v usetl and q is an 
equation in tlH' set of unknowns {x} v uset2 then we can eliminate x 
between p and q to form a 11ew equation r (say) in the set of unknowns 
usctl v uset2 (where v means disjoint union). 

2. If p is an eq11a U 011 in the set of unknowns {x} v us et and we. have 
solution for eac\J unknown in us ct then we can substitute these 
solutions into p to get a new equation p 

, 
and solve p' for to get x, a 

solution for x. 

Given a uystem of nimult;:ineous equations these two steps d<>.Unc :m, often 
infini.Le, search space. To each of the steps we may attach a co:::t j .e. 111e 
estimated difficulty of elirninat:Lng an unknown or of so1·.1i!~ 1~ P.n CCJU<1tio11. Thus 
t11P. space can be generated in a "graph traverser" like fnshion until a J p;:ist 
costly, complete plan is discovered. A complete plan is a branch of the space 
on which there exists a solution for each unknown for wl1ic1< \,•c Bougl1t a 
solulion. 

Thi:~ Js not: tlw finish of it. \ve c:.:mnot compute Li:r: 0x<1t.:L co.sl of a si-ep 
unti.1 it k1s ueen 1Je rfo::T11c•.d, a1~d we 1,1.Lll not pei.form n!ly <.Leps u:itjl ·i i!l:in ha.:3 
been fouud. Indeerl. at the t:i.me cf fc:·rm:ing the plan \·1e PlDY not 1'•tow lilc e;cact 
form of sor,w of the equations invc•lved :i.n it. i.e. 111nse Pr:u<:J r:i.on s i.J1:i1cd by 
elir:ii.n,1tion or substitution, and may lrnve extreme diffi<'ulty in 1110.king an 
estim&te. We must, therefore, allow l:hc pom;jbility o" revis;r1g ti1c plan in 
the light of better esU.mates (esp(!CialJ.y if some step is ioun,! to be 
un-perfonnahle), and so must keep the pnrtialJy gcnr-rated s0t11· ,,11 Dpac e fnr 
futu1:c• use. Any step \~1hi.c,:~. alrendy been pcrfonne.d, will, of co1.trr~e, have 
z~ro cost. 

Thi.s account is a bit simplistic becRusc~ the genera.I so] ution of an 
equation docs not provide a single value, but a set of altern.:itivc values (see 
legal moves section). The substitution of all these va:t ues into an equation 
produces :-: disjunction of equati.ons all of \ihich must be .solVl"'d. Elim _rnati.on 
may also create not just a single equation but a disjunction of equdLions, and 
each of these may the become involved in a different plan. Provided this does 
not happen, however, the above account can easily be .:idaplu1 to cover 
disjunctions of equations. 

12. 3 A 1'bre Effic~.ent Procedure 

We would 1i.k:~ to add to the above account the following conjt.'ctur~. That 
there: is n rnrnc specifjc and more cffi,:ient procedure, whi.ch is Plwc..ys ;1clcqui1.t0 
to find the raost effidcnt pl;:in, .snd is o [tPn usc>d by humans. WP have not 
proved th<·s<:: stat<:rnents, but \..'C can define tltP_ proce<lure: 

A 

a 
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1. in.LUally let: 

1. TI1e "cur.rent equnUon set:" be the system of sjnrnltaneous equations 
we arc trying to solve • 

2. 111e. "unknowns set" be the set of aJ 1 unknowns in the current 
equation set. 

J. The "saved sq11Jti.ons list" be nil. 

4, The r:soluti.ons list" be nil. 

2. Choose an unknown, x, (say) f:!:'om the unknowns set, and remove i!.: from 
the set. 

3. Remove from currenL equ&tion set al.i those equations Hhir)1 r.ontz.in x, 
and m;:ike a set of them r.alled the "x equatio11 set". 

4. Choose an equation from 
tqua tion" 

the x cqua tion set and call the ,. 
x 

5. For each of the equations, e, (say) in the x equation set :?d.nt.!S tr;e x 
equation, eljminate x between th~ x equation and e, and put the 
resulti.ng equat.i.on in the cutTf'Pt Gquation !':c:::t. 

(:,, S 1 vr~ thf~ z equation on the saved equatj_ons J.:!.st:, but throw iH·.'.J)' 1.'.EC:! 

other equations in the x equ<iLion set as l:hey wi.11 not be nc .. c:deci 
<tf,ain. 

7. If the unknowns set is non-<=TTipty, go t.o 2. 

8. The top equation on the savc.>d equations .lint cont.:J.ins only one 
unkn.;wn, x, (say). Remove thi3 equaU.ou fcom the list:, soJv~~ it Eo;: x 
and substitute the resulting value fen: e.ve;:y occurence of x Jr- ~:li,~ 

rernajn:i.ng equations on the saved equc.·,tions list. Sa».;e the solutiou un 

the solutions list. 

9. If \·'e now havr> a Sf;luU on fcir each ur..loown for. wh:i.r:h \-.'"' so:ight e 
solution stop with success, otherwise go ta 8. 

';hiP procedur;~ is non deterr.iinistic uri.l!~s~; we alr:;o sµecif::,1 ho-,.; t.o tr>nkL :·he 
choir:c-~' i1t st:~·ps 2 and 4. so we wilJ provide some iir~ur:i.stics for rnakin~; :h·2st 
c-hoic:es: 

la PCPp 2 choose first (to !:l imir:.1.!::P) thor->e un.lrnowns whose va~: tte ic• l''.lt 

reqni red. Other.wise choo:;e first those unl<.110'.·iTlS \·:r:ich are <:asi~3t to 
cJ ·1m i.n :1 to . 

In :':~1'p Li '..:i100~:'" ti1i:o equnt::i.on which ~•ill be •!aSii.::~;t t•J soJvc fo!:· x l·:h:::-n 
vaJ ues 2n· seb:,;ti t:uted for the othl!r ;inknGw•;.::~. 

Not~: 1.c c.ouI.r;. rcp_"'i..:-tce sl:0.p 5 ·.,li.th H il)Ol9 1.:~ e~\ot:ic T,..,ay of e.lj;11i:!l[-ilinp. 3J_~1 

oc C' ur 2nL:0 ~ of ~i :-.: unkno \\"1.1 from 3 E'G t of: e.:Jua t J ~.i 1.1 ~i .. E.g .. Si !!1 '.tI t;.ir~ '~~nus 
~:'llrrLin0l l~ i.i l"Pf:Wl::J!n thre.c o:c mor~~ e(iu2 ticns. 
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12.4 Reversibility 

We can extend the notion of reversibility to cover systems of simultaneous 
equations. definition: an axiom (p&q)->r ~lich can be used to justify the 
el imirration of an unknown between the equations which match p and q to form the 
equation which matches r is :said to be "left reversible" if 

(p&q) <-> (p&r) 
"right reversible" if 

( p&q) <-> ( q&r) 
and "reversible" if it is both left and right reversible. An application of a 
(left, right) reversible axiom is said to be a (left, right) reversible step 
and a series of (left, right) reversible steps is said to be a (left, right) 
reversible branch. Note t11at applications of the simple elimination stri:ltegies 
of "adding" and "subtracting" always lead to reversible branches. 
Alternatively we could regard the elimination axiom 

( p&q)->r 
as the implication axiom 

p->(q->r) 
which is reversible if and only if the elimination axiom is left reversible. 
It is easy to prove (by induction) that if all the applications of elimination 
in step 5 are left reversible then the original system of simultaneous 
equations is equivalent to the conjunction of the equations which are in the 
:saved equations list when step 8 is entered for the fir·st time. 

Substitutior: is always reversible in the old sense. So H all the 
solutions to thP saved equations obtained in step 8 are most general solutions, 
it is eas:,r to prove (again by induction) that the conjuncticrn of e.quations 
i"11ich are in the saved equations list when step 8 is entered for the first time 
is equivalent to the conjunction of the equations in the final solution list 
and the equations in the final saved equations list. 

Therefore if all eliminations are left reversible, and all solutions are 
most general, the origi.nal system of simultaneous equations is equivalent to 
the final solutions plus any saved equations which are left, and no checking of 
solutions is necessary. 

13. 0 PATTERN HATCHING 

The application of an axiom to an equation calls for terms in the axiom to 
be matched against terms in the equation, i.e. we must find values for the 
variables in the axiom which make the axiom's terms equal to the equation's 
terms. 

For instance, we might apply: 
co:::( u+v) = cos u .cos v - sin u .sin v 

to 
4.cos 3.x + 3.cos x = 0 

by matching cos(u+v) to cos 3.x and getting the substitution {2.x/u, x/v} then 
replacing cos 3.x by cos 2.x.cos x - sin 2.x.sin x to get 

4(cos 2.x.cos x - sin 2.x.sin x) + 3.cos x = 0 

• ;, 

• 
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The process of doing this is called .!-!_;; t·i:._~~n rn~tc:~ing,. ~3uch processPs are. 
very common in theorem proving for :instance, the Resol1;tion unificCJt:ton 
eJgorHhm. Our pattern matching procc.ss will have to differ from th~ 

unification algorithm in two respcc ts, narneJy 

1. We will never have variables in the equat:i.on we are trying to solve, 
only in the axioms. The unificat:i•.rn. a.1.gorithm with !"his restr~c:tion 
is sometimes cal.led left _unific~~ior:_ (sec Plotkin 1972). 

2. The normal unification algorithm knows nothing 2bout the propcrth~s of 
the theory it j s working in, so it would fail to unify: 

a.x+b with 3+2.y or 2.y 
because :i.t does not know about the commutetivity of addition or 'zero' 
role of !). · Tltis can be extremely ir:Lt;:iting ~nd many authors ha·Je 
overcome the problem by build5.ng axioms into the t:nifi.cation algorithtn 
(see e.g. Plockin 1972) and dropping them from thP exiom set. 

Such a step may be essential to us. A particular strategy may~ 

on the basis of its description of the c11rrent equation, r:o.rrow down 
its cho"!.•:e of axioms to one or two. If the appllcntion of these axjos 
faiJ ed because of a trivial failure of the pattern matcher then the 
opportw1ity to use this strategy would be lost. 

The LLltlmate extension of the idea of building-in a~d.oms to the pattern 
matcher js to treat pattern mn::d1ing c-,s equaU.on soJv::ng <.Plc u;lj l:ht! 1~q:.iati.nn 

solve::- rec-urs:i.vely t:c m~{tch terms. This is a very power fuJ r.iethod of match.i.ng 
and can he very successful pruvided. 

1. Gare is taken that the process does not loop. TI1is can be doae easily 
by making sure the terms to be matched are not maxime..l., e.g. like A in 
A=O. 

2. AttEmpts at unification are not undertak2n lightly (since so much 
effort can be expended in their satisfa.ction). The various strategies 
are a great help here in narcowing down the. 111n:iber of matches to he 
attempted. [l] 

lit. 0 CONCLUSION 

In this memo we have explored methods of controlling the search invoived 
in nn :.i.rea of .Mathematics, nam~J.v eqn;:ition solving. The methods we have 
discovered have use:::.! high level (meta-language) concepts for describing 
expressions and the strategies for guiding p~oGfs. With the aid of thes~ 
strategies the ;:iinount of scaL"ch involv.:J. can be considerably rer1uced and the 
combinatorial expo1osion avoided. 

Some of the techniques have already been successf 111.ly tested in G prof,rmn, 
I'RESS. Some remain to be test eel - end this is the nex i.: st~p. 

------ -·--·---&----· ---·-----·- ... --·--- -·----·----·--· ... ___ -· -· -· ---·- -· --· ---·-- - -··- -----··-- -·--·~ ... -- - ..... 
[l] This possihili.ty :LE explor~d more- fuLi.y in l3t!nr!y J.97."i. 
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15.0 APPENDICES 

15.1 Appendix A -Definition Of The R Elementary Functions 

We are restricting our attention to equations between R Elementary 
Functions. A definition of this class of terms follows: 

i. <R elem func> ::: : <constant> I <func sym l>(<R elem func>) / <func sym 
2>(<R elem furn-.:>, <R elem func>) 

2. <func sym l> =:: -/sqrt/sin/cos/tan/cosec/sec/cot/arcsin/ 
arccos/arctan/arccosec/arcsec/arccot 

3. <func sym 2> =::+/-/.///~/log/root 

4. <constant> =: : <real> I <arb canst> I <unknown> 

5. <real>=:: <integer> /pi/ e 

G. <integer> =:: 1/2/3/4/5/, ••.••• 

7. <arb canst>=:: a/b/c •••.•• 

8. <unknO\-m> =:: x/y/z/ ••••• 

15. 2 Appendix Il - General Ecp1ivalence 11H~orem 

The prob]f'Jll of finding the most general solution to an equation e(x,~_) for 
x in terms of~· under the conditions, p(n), can be formalized as: 

(1) all a, x [p(a) ->some n, s, [ {in(n,s) & (x=f(n,~) <-> e(x,~))}] 
where f(n,~) is a term not containing x and a is a vector of constants. 

Formula ( 1) breaks in to two sub-formulae: 
(l. l) all E_, x ({p(a) & C?.(XsE)} -> some n, s, f {in(n,s) & x=f(n,~) }] 
and 
(1.2) all~· x some n, s, f [{p(~) & x=f(n,~)} -> {in(n,s) & e(x,~)}] 

Formula (1.1) is used to find candidate solutions and formula (1.2) is used to 
check them. Dually skolemized (so that it can he used as a goal) (1. 1) 
becomes: 
(l.l.') p(a) & e(x,~) -> in(N,S) & x=F(N,~_) 
where upp;,~ case letters denote variables and lower case letters denote 
(skolem) constants. 

The first formalization of the equation solving problem (from sect.fon J. 2) 
was: 
(2) all a some x [p(a) -> e(x,a)] 

a 

•' ·; 
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15. 2.1 '!'hc:oorem I. (General Equivalence Theorem) - Formula ( 1. 2) j s equivalent 
to formula (2). 

Proof 
(J .2) => (2) 
asf:ume ( 1. 2) 
(1.2) all~· x some n, s, f [{p(a) & x=f(n,a)} -> {in(n,s) & e(x,~)}) 
(1.2') p(A) & X=f(nO,A) -> {in(nO,sO) & e(X,A)} 

-by universal and existentfal insta;tiation 
assume p(o.0) 
Therefore X=f(nO,aO) ·-> {in(nO,sO) & e(X,aO)} by (1,2') 
hence in(nO,sO) &~(f(nO,aO), aO) -- by U=U 

p(_~Q) -> e(f(nO,aO), aO) - discharging asswnption 
all!}_ some x [p{a) -> e(x,a)] 

by universal and existential introduction 

(2)=>(1.2) 
(2) all ~ some x [p(_§!) -> e(x.,~)] 
(2 ') p( A) ->e(xl, A) by universal and existential instantiation 
<lef.i.ne foo (U, V)=xl 

asnrnne. p(d) '~ x2=foo (l ,~) 
Therefore e(xl,~) by (2') 
hence 2(x2,al) by assumption 
also in( 1, (i.}) from set theory 

{p(<,l) & x2=foo(l,2..!_)} -> {in(l,{l}) & e(x2,~)} 
discharging assumption 

(J./.) all~, x s::ime n, s, £ [{p(~) & x=f(n,~)} -> {in(n,s) f, e(x,~) }] 
by universal and ex::.sten tial introduction 

Q.E.D. 

J.5. 3 Append ix C - A Recursively Unsolvable Equation 

We show that there is an unsolvable R Elementary equation by showing 
that the solution of any Diophantine equation can be expressed as th~ 
solution of Cl.n R Elementary equation. and then using the well known 
result of Matiyasevich, Davis, Putnum and Robinson that there is a 
recursively unsolvabl<". Dj ophan tine equation 

Q(y,xl., .•...•. xn) = 0 
where the xi~s are to be solved in terms of y. 

The only tricky bit of our proof is ensuring that all the sclutio1: s 
to our R Elementary equation are integers. For this we. use the 
observ :J.tion that 

sin(x.pi) = O iff x is an integer 
We al s o need to eombine this information with the equation proper to make 
a new cqua tion. This is doue using the observation that 

x-2 + y-2 = O iff x=O and y=o 
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15.3.1 Th=orem 2 (Diophantine Equations In Algebra) - If 
P(y,xl, ....• ,xn) = 0 is a Diophantine equation then it has solutions 
xi=ai(y) for l=<i=<n, where the ai(y) are integers iff 

sigma(l=<i=<n, sin(xi.pi)~2) + P(y,xl, ••.•. ,xn)~2 = O 
has solutions xi=--ai(y) l=<i=<n [l] 

Proof 
sigma(l=<i=<n, sin(xi.pi)-2) + P(y,xl, ••.•. ,nx)~2 O 

iff 
sin(xi.pi)=O for l=<i=<n and P(y,xl, ...•. ,xn) = O 

iff 
xi is an integer for l=<i=<n and P(y ,xl, ••... ,xn) O 

15.3.2 Corollary - Therefore, 
sigma(l=<i=<n, sin(xi.pi)-2) + Q(y,xl, •.•• ,xn) = O 

is recusively unsolvable, where Q(y,xl, •... ,xn) O 
unsolvable Diophantine equation given in Ma tiyasevich 

is the 
1970. 

15.3.3 Corollary - It is also interesting to note that 
sin(x.pi)~2 + sin(y.pi)-2 + ((e+pi) .x - y)~2 = O 

iff 
e+pi is rational 

which is a well known open conjecture. 
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